Tensions and provides clean, flush cuts for 50lb. to 250lb. cable ties, including wide strap ties.
Impact-resistant housing and durable components for extended service life.

Easy-to-adjust tension knob offers 33 different settings for precise, repeatable applications.

Advanced ergonomic design minimizes necessary hand force and “kickback” to reduce repetitive-motion injuries.

Article Number 110-80037
Type SP EVO9 Blade
Color Metal (ML)
Quantity Per EA

Product Description HellermannTyton's EVO 9 manual cable tie application tool combines durability, precision and control with unparalleled comfort. Manufactured with high-performance materials and components, the EVO 9 cuts cable ties with up to 250-lb tensile strength. Its innovative, ergonomic design minimizes the stress on hands and wrists and “kickback” that occur with traditional tools, reducing the risk of repetitive-motion injuries.
Short Description: EVO 9 and EVO 9i Blade, Replacement Part, Stainless Steel, 1/pkg

Global Part Name: SP EVO9 Blade-SS-ML

Tension Setting Tools: Adjustable

Material: Stainless Steel (SS)

Material Shortcut: SS

Reach Compliant (Article 33): Yes

ROHS Compliant: Yes

Package Quantity (Imperial): 1

Package Quantity (Metric): 1

Customs Number: 8205599000
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